
 

 

Subject Music                                          Year 7  
Curriculum Map  

                                                                                                                              2022 -2023 

Week 
Commencing 

Topic  

(including links to additional resources) 

Assessment 
Window 

 
STAFF INSET 05/09 
Y7 DAY 06/09 
ALL STUDENT IN 07/09 

Baseline and Introduction 
recall: Information already acquired about music. 
identify:  Instrument and their given families. 
analyse: music from different times, genres, and places.  
Google Classroom: Elements of Music paster task,  
YouTube: Music theory course 1 
 https://youtu.be/6gHEIF0rT2w?list=PLB585CE43B02669C3 
 

Baseline assessment 
test 

12/09/2022 

Baseline and Introduction 
recall: Information already acquired about music. 
identify:  Instrument and their given families. 
analyse: music from different times, genres, and places.  
Google Classroom: Elements of Music poster task,  
YouTube: Music theory course 1 
 https://youtu.be/6gHEIF0rT2w?list=PLB585CE43B02669C3 
 

Baseline assessment 
test 

19/09/2022 

Elements of music 
Know: the elements of music 
Compose: simple tunes to demonstrate the elements of music 
Perform:  simple tunes to demonstrate the elements of music  
Google Classroom: Orchestra Task,  
YouTube: Music theory course 2 
https://youtu.be/TxBUnvrexhA 

 

26/09/2022 

Elements of music 
Know: the elements of music 
Compose: simple tunes to demonstrate the elements of music 
Perform:  simple tunes to demonstrate the elements of music  
Google Classroom: Orchestra task, 
YouTube: Music theory course 2 
https://youtu.be/TxBUnvrexhA 

 

03/10/2022 

Instruments of the Orchestra  
Identify: the sections of an orchestra 
Create: your own colour coded orchestra seating plan 
Know:  the role of brass instruments in the orchestra 
Google Classroom: Instruments Task, 
YouTube: Music theory course 3 
https://youtu.be/7V6YgTa6DUI 

 

10/10/2022 

Instruments of the Orchestra  
Identify: the sections of an orchestra 
Create: your own colour coded orchestra seating plan 
Know:  the role of brass instruments in the orchestra 
Google Classroom: Instruments Task, 
YouTube: Music theory course 3 
https://youtu.be/7V6YgTa6DUI 

 













 

 

17/07/2023 

Keyboard Skills 
Modern Era 
develop: my knowledge and understanding of music history.  
perform:  a given tune with my Right hand and Left hand. 
demonstrate: correct finger technique for both hands. 
Google Classroom task: Music Theory work sheet 7, Mozart “Moonlight” 
listening task,  
YouTube Music theory course 20 
https://youtu.be/p6oFUudkXw8  

 

24/07/2023 

Keyboard Skills 
Modern Era 
develop: my knowledge and understanding of music history.  
perform:  a given tune with my Right hand and Left hand. 
demonstrate: correct finger technique for both hands. 
Google Classroom task: Music Theory work sheet 7, Mozart “Moonlight” 
listening task,  
YouTube Music theory course 20 
https://youtu.be/p6oFUudkXw8 

 

 



 

 

 


